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Special edition

Paragliding was
created in 1965
and was developed
from 1985 onwards
in order to improve
performance and safety.

to overcome the challenges encountered
by these fabulous flying people in their
flying machines during a
cross-country air-race.
Will you be able to find the
shortest way to the goal ? Will
you have enough altitude to
overcome the high risk zones?
Will you be able to trump the
others and be the only one
to benefit from the coveted
thermals ?

Today, experienced
paragliders with one
another in a range
of different sporting
competitions, such as
aerobatics, long distance
flights or cross-country
events.
In

Will you be the first to fly over
all the turn-points and reach
the goal ?

, you will have

To know it, take off from the comfort of your living-room
and fly without leaving Terra firma !

2 to 5 players.
10 years onwards.

45 - 60 minutes

Game rules

Contains
Shared components :

1 “Coeur de Savoie” map (A)
1 take-off token (B)
8 beacons (C)
1 goal beacon (D)

Positioning area where the
players’ tokens are placed.
Here the green token is in
first place, the purple token is
in last place.

Individual components :

E

1 position marker (E)
1 location token (F)
1 paraglider (G)
8 altitude tokens (H)
8 turn-point cube tokens (I)
1 nesting token (J) - optional
23 movement cards (K)
1 movement summary card (L)
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Be the first to fly over all the beacons (in
whatever order) and cross the goal with a
positive altitude.
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Turn-points table :
when a player fly over
a beacon, he marks
it, putting a cube (I)
on the corresponding
number of its color.
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RECOMMENDATION :
Read the rest of the rules carefully
before playing,
and take-off!
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For inexperienced players the use of the “nesting” and “ornithological internship” cards is not
recommended. Keep these for later when you are a top-flight paraglider!
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Setting up the game
Take-off, goal and beacons
Distribute the take-off token (B), the 8 beacons (C)
and the goal beacon (D) to the players in a clock-wise
direction.

long as one is left free (at least). The next player places
a turn-point on any hex which is 3-to-5 hexes away from
the last turn-point which was placed.

The player who has the take-off token starts by placing
it on a start hexagon (hex) of his/her choice. The start
hexes have the same symbol as the take-off token.

Every player continues that way until the last turn-point
is placed. In the example the beacons were placed in the
following order: 6-2-3-5-1-8-7-4.
At this point, the player who has the goal beacon put it
on a hex where a windsock is drawn (he don’t have to
respect the 3-to-5 hex distance rule).

Then, the player on his left places a beacon on any hex
which is 3-to-5 hexes away from the take-off token.
It is possible to put it on the hexes with a windsock, as

DURING A GAME, IT IS FORBIDDEN TO PLACE MORE THAN ONE TOKEN
(BEACON, TAKE-OFF, GOAL, NESTING) ON THE SAME HEX.
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Prepare to take-off !
The order of the players can be decided at random.
The first player puts his/her position marker (E) on the
cloud number 1, at the top left position of the board. The
second player placed his/her token on the cloud No. 2
and so on...During the game these clouds will be used to
symbolize the paragliders playing order. The order may
often change.
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Each player place his/her summary map (L) in front of
him/her.

Then each one carefully shuffle his/her 23 movement
cards (K), and takes 4 cards on the top of his/her pack.
These cards form his/her hand to start the game.
All players place their paragliders (G) near the take-off
token (B), on top of a 3 altitude tokens stack (H). For more
visibility, stack them alternating colors. The paragliders
will therefore start from an altitude of 3.
The 8 cubes, the remaining 5 altitude tokens, the nesting
token and the location token will be used later on.

Turn overview
1st turn :
The nesting token cannot be played. In the order of the
players’ position markers :
1. Only the number in blue of the movement card can
be played (if there are 4 or 5 players, the last player
to play may use the white number written on the card
and gain altitude above the official take-off hex),
2. Move your paraglider while at the same time
modifying the number of altitude tokens according
to the altitude cost of each hex. The full movement as
marked on the movement card must be completed,
3. If your movement ends at zero altitude then you have landed,
4. If you fly over a beacon, place a cube (I) on the
corresponding number in the beacon table,
5. Throw out the card you’ve just used out – it will no
longer be used in the game. Draw another card from
the top of your pack. Each player must always have 4
cards in his/her hand,
6. All the other players should now do the same in the
order indicated by the position markers,
7. Re-order the position markers so that the highest

(altitude) player takes position 1, the second highest
position 2, and so on...in the case of two players at
equal height, the starting order is conserved,
8. End of the turn.

Following turns :
In the order of the position markers :
The nesting token may now be played if wished. It must be
played before the player draws another card from his/her hand.
1. Play a movement card and gain altitude OR move,
2 à 5. As above,
6. When the movement card is played, you can play the
“ornithological internship” card at the same time.
In this case the player will draw 2 cards from his/her
hand. This special card is definitively thrown after use*,
7. If your deck is finished, finish your hand,
8. When your hand is empty to, re-shuffle your 22*
discarded cards and start using them again : take the
first 4 from the pack,
9. Re-order the position markers. If two players are at equal
height, the order of the previous turn is conserved,
10. End of the turn.
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Movement cards
White number = altitude points
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It’s corresponding to the relative change in altitude. This
number varies from 1 to 3 and directly influences the number
of altitude tokens stacked up under the player’s token.
This number CAN be used ONLY on a red or orange hex

/

but the value of the hex can’t be added to the altitude points
of the card.
blue number = movement points
It’s corresponding to a movement. This number varies from 1 to 6.
Each player uses this to move from hex to hex in any desired
direction, including backwards and forwards.
Crossing a hex usually costs one movement point but certain
hexes make gain or lose movement points.

1/2

This number indicates the number of cards of
this type. There are 10 different types of cards.

Once either the altitude OR the movement points are used, the
card is thrown down.

Reminder : ALL the altitude or movement points must be used in a particular turn. Your altitude must not be higher than 8
(since there are only 8 altitude cards) so that, for example, if your altitude is 6 you may not play a +3 altitude card.

Hexagons
Hexagons on the board are made of four different colors, which represent the mass of air.
+1

Red hexagon : big thermal
If it is sunny the ground gets hotter. Air which come into
contact with the ground will also get hotter, become less
dense and rise. Any paraglider flying through this heating air
will rise with the air ! You’re in a THERMAL !
Crossing this hex gives you a bonus of 1 altitude point (which
you add by placing an extra altitude token in your stack).
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But, to gain this altitude, you have to fly in circles, which
takes time. Consequently, flying across this hex costs you 2
movement points.
If the player’s paraglider is on this hex, the white number on
the movement card can be played in the following turn.

0

Orange hexagon : small thermal
If there is less sun the ground (and the air) only warm slightly.
Crossing this hex causes neither an increase or a decrease in
altitude so the altitude stack does not change. It is therefore
a waist of time to turn on this hex. This hex only costs one

movement point to cross.

On this hex it is possible to play the white value on the
movement card in the following turn.

-1

White hexagon : stable air
In this hex there is no influence of the air movement and only
gravity plays its role. You will therefore lose one altitude point
when crossing this hex.
There is also no point in turning in this hex since it is impossible
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to gain altitude. Crossing this hex costs one movement point
but the white number on the movement card cannot be played
in the following turn.

-2

Blue hexagon : cold air
It corresponds to zones where water is present (rivers,
swamps, lakes,...). Cold air is denser and so comes down.
Flying through this hex will therefore reduce your altitude by
2 altitude points !
Luckily your paraglider will support you and you won’t just
fall from the sky – you will go faster though and this hex will
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not cost you any movement points (see examples 4, 6 and 7
below).
On this hex the white value on the movement card cannot be
played in the next turn.
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Movement
Movement calculation : add the movement points of the hexes that the paraglider is moving through.
Example: Bob (green player) wants to go through a red hex (2 movement points), 2 white hexes (1 movement point each) and
an orange hex (1 movement point) for a total of 2+1+1+1= 5 movement points.

Calculation of altitude following a movement : “pay” for your altitude before crossing a hex.
Example: Bob’s example which costs him 5 movement points.
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Suppose that Bob started at an altitude of 4.

Place your player token on the starting hex in
order to remember its position.
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Place an altitude token from your stock on
the red hex and then place your altitude stack
of tokens on the hex (Bob has gained one
altitude point so that his altitude is now 5).
Leave an altitude token on the red hex and
move the rest of the stack to the white hex
(Bob’s altitude is now back to 4).

In short :

Leave an altitude token on the white hex and
move to the orange hex .
Bob’s altitude is now 3.

Your stock

Example 1 : classic movement
Here is a movement from Bob that includes a fly-over of beacon 6 :
+2
5

+2
5

Arrival at 3
altitude points

Card and
played value

Validate beacon 6

6

Starting at 4
altitude points
2 pts 1 pt 1 pt 1 pt = 5 movement points
= -1 altitude point
+1
-1
-1
0

2/2

Reminder : Having finished on an orange hex Bob is allowed to gain altitude in the following turn.

Example 2 : classic movement
Alice (purple player) plays after Bob and also flies over beacon 6. However she is not allowed to stop on the
orange hex, as Bob is already there.
+2
4

+2
4

Card and
played value

Validate beacon 6
Arrival at 1
altitude point

6

Starting at 4
altitude points
1/2

1 pt 1 pt 1 pt 1 pt
-1
-1
0
-1

= 4 movement points
= -3 altitude points

Reminder : Since Alice finishes her turn on a white hex she cannot gain altitude in the following round.
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Example 3 : Gain in altitude
Bill (yellow player) plays, but he cannot fly over a beacon (zero altitude points on the beacon hex if he reaches
it). He chooses instead to turn in a thermal (red hex) in order to gain altitude :
+3
4

+3
4

Card and
played value
6

Rises to altitude 5
Starting at 2 altitude points
No movement
+3 altitude points

2/2

Example 4 : There and back again
Chip (red player) is trying to fly over beacon 3, but he is already at low altitude. He flies over the blue hex and
comes back, which allows his to cross the beacon, while maintaining minimum altitude :
+1
1

+1
1

Card and
played value
Validate beacon 3

3

3

Starting at 3
altitude points

Arrival at 1 altitude point
1 pt = 1 movement point
0 = -2 altitude points

0 pt
-2

3/3

Example 5 : Zero altitude and landing
Ben (blue player) is trying to fly over beacon 4. His immediate solution is to land but this has severe
consequences : he can’t validate the beacon, and he lands ! (see the following page «Landing»)
+1
1
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1

He must return to the
take-off hex in order
to get airborne again!

Card and
played value
Starting at 2
altitude points

Arrival at 0
altitude point

4
1/3

0 pt 1 pt = 1 movement point
-2
0 = -2 altitude points

Example 6 : Flying at zero altitude or hedgehopping
Ben would like to avoid having to land and then to waist a lot of time taking off again.
Luckily he has a 2 points movement card in his hand which can help him avoid a landing :
+2
2

+2
2

Starting at 2
altitude points

Card and
played value

Arrival at 1 altitude point
1/2

4

On the blue hex the paraglider
hedgehop. However he
manages to make it to the
thermal which helps him gain
altitude. What a pilot!

2 pts 0 pt = 2 movement points
+1
-2 = -1 altitude point
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Example 7 : Negative altitude / crashing !
Alice wants to make the most out of a good card in order to gain altitude and move at the same time thanks to
two big thermals. This movement is not allowed.
+3
4

+3
4

Card and
played value

Alice finishes her movement without
changing altitude. However, on the
blue hex she was at an altitude of -1
which is not allowed
(and bad for her health).

Starting at 1
altitude point

Theoretical
arrival at 1
altitude point
2/2

2 pts 2 pts 0 pt = 4 movement points
+1
+1
-2 = 0 altitude point

Landing
If your turn finishes at an altitude of zero you have landed.
1. You must miss your following turn. In order to show this
turn replace your paraglider by the position marker and
turn it upside down. Your position marker must be placed
last on the clouds.
2. At the end of the following turn, put the position marker on
the up position.
3. Then you can play a movement card to go to reach an
official take-off. Only the blue number of the card can be
used. On the ground, all hexes cost 1 point, hexes colors
must be ignored.
4. Once you arrive at the take-off hex, you stop playing. You
can take-off in the next turn.

5. When all players have played, you may exchange the
position marker for the paraglider token and take-off to an
altitude of 3.
A beacon is validated by flying over it – if you land on it, it does
not count.
If the landing occurs after the beacon, the fly-over counts.
Obviously, on the ground it is impossible to fly over a beacon.
The other players may occupy the same hex as you if you have
landed or if you are on the ground. This means that another
player can occupy the take-off hex, blocking you from taking
off.

Nesting (for advanced player)
le
Aig

A rule states that if a paraglider see a bird of prey that seems
to be nervous, he must immediately move
away from zone because the bird is likely
to be nesting in the vicinity.

from doing so.
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This token can be played in any round except the first, and
must be played before the player draws a card from his deck.

respects this rule by using the
nesting token (J).

The nesting token can only be placed on a hex which is free of
all players, beacons, and of the take-off and goal.

If this token is placed on a hex, the hex is no longer accessible
by the players.

It must not be placed within 1 hex of another nesting site
(which may have been placed in a previous turn).

Only one nesting token per turn is allowed so that the first
player to place a nesting token stops all the other players

It is not allowed to block another player by placing one of
these tokens.

Ornithological Internship

This really exists and helps to keep tabs on bird populations.
In this way paragliders help to protect the birds’ habitat.
Paragliders also carefully watch birds’ flight patterns in order
to mimic them themselves!

Using this card, you can avoid a nesting token by skirting it
from at least to hexes. In this case, the player can avoid losing

1 or 2 altitude points because he has discovered a microthermal!
Avoid a nesting hex means that a player must, for example,
cross 2 blue hexes and 1 white hex (the three hexes being
immediate neighbours of the nesting hex) – this is a loss of 5
altitude points plus 1 movement point (0+0+1).
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Ornithological internship
You play a 1/1 card AND the Ornithological Internship
card. You make your 1 point movement but you lose only 3
altitude points (5 points for the movement minus 2 for the
Ornithological Internship card).

Allows you to read the flight
path of birds of prey.
This allows you to find local
micro-thermals.
In this way you can avoid
losing up to 2 altitude points,
as long as you fly around
the nesting hex leaving a
minimum distance of at least
2 hexes.

Second example :
Skirting a royal eagle, you cross a white hex and an orange
hex touching it – 2 movement points and a loose of 1 altitude
point. If you play a 2/1 card as well as the Ornithological
Internship card, you don’t lose any altitude points.
In both cases you draw two new cards from your deck, except
if the deck is already empty.

Restrictions
You may not :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Put 2 beacons on the same hex.
Put the goal beacon on another beacon.
Put a beacon on the take-off or goal beacon.
Finish your movement on a hex which is already occupied
by another player.
5. Fly higher than an altitude of 8, even during your
movement.
6. Have a negative altitude during flight or at the end of
your movement, even after crossing the goal.
7. Fly-over a beacon after having landed and before taking
off again.
8. Stop or fly over a nesting hex.
9. Play a nesting hex in the first round.
10. Play more than one nesting token in a given round.
11. Place a nesting token on a hex which is already taken.

12. Place a nesting token next to another nesting token.
13. Block a player by placing a nesting token.
14. Pass through only one hex next to a nesting token, while
playing an Ornithological Internship card.
15. Play both the white and blue numbers on a movement
card at the same time.
16. Play the white number on a movement card in the first
round of the game, except if you are the last player in a
game of 4 or 5 players.
17. Play the white value on a movement card on a white or
blue hex.
18. Change cards with those in your deck or with another
player.
19. Miss a turn.
20. Use more than one time the ornithological Internship
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